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Our monthly property market review is intended to provide background to recent developments in property
markets, as well as to give an indication of how some key issues could impact in the future.

Growth in UK grocery sector
Colliers International annual UK Grocery Report has revealed
that property investors put £1.78bn into the UK grocery sector
in 2019, which is 80% up on volumes in the previous year.
Investment in this sector has jumped due to improvements in
financial performance by the UK’s grocery operators and is in
sharp contrast to other parts of the retail market which have
seen a slump in activity.
Head of Retail Capital Markets for Colliers International, Tom
Edson, said: “Investors looking for property assets which offer solid
returns underpinned by solid corporate covenants targeted the
sector and took buying to levels that haven’t been seen since 2013.”
Elsewhere, the UK’s only listed company dedicated to
supermarket property, Supermarket Income REIT, has reported
a 1.6% like-for-like growth in its portfolio over the last half of
2019, to take the total property portfolio valuation to £490.4m.

Prime UK commercial property rents rise
in 2019
Latest figures from CBRE’s Prime Rent and Yield Monitor show
that the industrials sector outperformed the retail and office
sectors for the thirteenth consecutive quarter, with industrial
prime rents increasing by 1.5% in Q4 2019 and by 5.8% for
the year.
Senior Research Analyst at CBRE UK, Pol Marfà Miró, said:
“Robust occupational market fundamentals ensured that
industrials ended the year strongly. Most investors decided to
hold their assets and continue benefiting from high levels of rental
growth and healthy pricing.”
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Prime rents for the retail sector fell across the board, with a large
year-on-year drop of -6.5% in the retail warehouse sector. Rents
in the office sector rose by 0.6% in Q4 and 2.6% annually.

Modest growth expected outside the
retail sector
The latest UK Commercial Property Market Survey from the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS) indicates a
modestly stronger outlook emerging for rents and capital
values over the year ahead.
However, the downturn in the retail sector shows no signs
of easing and according to RICS, a net balance of -58% of
respondents saw a fall, rather than a rise, in demand for retail
space during the final quarter of 2019.
RICS economist Tarrant Parsons said: “Given the continued rise
in retail vacancies and sharply falling demand, any change in
fortunes across the sector still seems to be some way off.”
Elsewhere in the survey, prime office rents are anticipated
to rise by roughly 2.5% in the coming twelve months, having
received an upgrade on the Q3 expectation of 1% growth.
Across the industrial sector, rents are forecast to rise by
nearly 4% in prime locations (revised from around 2.5% in Q3).

“Investors looking for property assets
which offer solid returns underpinned
by solid corporate covenants targeted
the sector and took buying to levels that
haven’t been seen since 2013.”
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HOUSE PRICES
HEADLINE STATISTICS
HOUSE PRICE INDEX (DEC 2019)*
AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE

HOUSE PRICES
PRICE CHANGE BY REGION
123.0*
£234,742

REGION

MONTHLY
CHANGE (%)

ANNUAL
CHANGE (%)

AVERAGE
PRICE (£)

ENGLAND

0.6

2.2

£251,711

0.2

2.5

£140,190

MONTHLY CHANGE

0.3%

NORTHERN IRELAND (QUARTER 4 - 2019)

ANNUAL CHANGE

2.2%

SCOTLAND

-1.5

2.2

£151,603

WALES

-2.0

2.2

£165,735

EAST MIDLANDS

0.5

2.8

£197,048

EAST OF ENGLAND

2.1

2.4

£297,714

LONDON

1.6

2.3

£483,922

NORTH EAST

0.5

1.8

£130,977

NORTH WEST

-0.6

2.0

£166,003

SOUTH EAST

-0.3

1.2

£325,050

SOUTH WEST

1.3

2.2

£262,286

-0.4

1.4

£201,343

1.7

3.9

£168,382

*(Jan 2015 = 100)

• Average house prices in the UK
increased by 2.2% in the year to
December 2019, up from 1.7% in
November 2019
• House price growth was strongest
in Northern Ireland where prices
increased by 2.5% over the year
• The lowest annual growth was in the
South East, with prices increasing by
1.2% over the year to December 2019

WEST MIDLANDS REGION
Source: The Land Registry
Release date: 19/02/2020
Next data release: 25/03/2020

YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE BY
PROPERTY TYPE – DEC 2019

MORTGAGE ACTIVITY

PROPERTY TYPE
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ANNUAL INCREASE
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£359,542

3.4%

SEMI-DETACHED
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2.4%
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£189,326

2.1%
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0.4%
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Release date: 19/02/2020

Contains HM Land Registry data © Crown copyright
and database right 2017. This data is licensed under
the Open Government Licence v3.0.

• Gross mortgage lending
across the residential
market in December 2019
was 22.2 billion
• The total annual residential
mortgage lending for 2019
was £265.8 billion
• An annual total of 982,286
residential mortgages were
approved by the main high
street banks in 2019
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Source: UK Finance
Release date: 27/01/2020

It is important to take professional advice before making any decision relating to your personal finances. Information
within this document is based on our current understanding and can be subject to change without notice and the
accuracy and completeness of the information cannot be guaranteed. It does not provide individual tailored
investment advice and is for guidance only. Some rules may vary in different parts of the UK. We cannot assume legal
liability for any errors or omissions it might contain. Levels and bases of, and reliefs from, taxation are those currently
applying or proposed and are subject to change; their value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor.
No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner without prior permission.
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